
Agenda,
for the .C. meetins, 6eptember 20, 1992

moment of silence.

visitor: Theo Posselt

1.topics

1 names
2. packets/handouts
3. review volunteer positions
4. appointments
5. IIPA 30 lounge
6. video room
7. posting policy
8. approval of the budget

II. future

9. plenary October 4th
10. SC party
11. study breaks this wednesday
12. meet people in dorms
13. Steve Cary next week

III. dorm concerns

IV. committees

1. appointments
2. activities
3. budget





STUDENT'S COUNCIL MINUTES
September 27 1992

"something for everyone"

Present: Naomi Fraenkel, Kevin Votta (Sect'y), Sol Rodd, Julian Brash, Hunter Tura,
Shannon Heitritter, Scott Fossel, Steve Cary, Rob Welien, Kate Lefer (VP), Zod Adler
(VP), Colin Rule (Pres), Sarah McMane, Alex Turner, Jane Panetta, Ann-Marie
Baldonado, Dan Del Collo, Hannah Scardina (Secretary).
Absent: Mike Clark, Aaron Ambrad, DJ Freese, Roxanua Lopez, Mike Broome.
(N.B. The absent members were involved in budgeting throughout the meeting, which
kept them late into the night.)

We began with a moment'of silence, which was enhanced by the Rosh Hashanah
ceremonies taking place in the adjoining room.

1) Steve Cary came to the meeting to talk about the system of consensus, in the long-
standing SC tradition. Consensus is a Quaker method of group decision-making, which
we use on Student's Council. Steve noted that "[it ]requires that everyone wants to make
a decision." Consensus is a long and difficult process that takes everyone's opinions into
consideration, butalso demands flexibility and openness. Under best circumstances, it
can yield a fresh, new option created by thorough conversation among all of the
assembled members, as opposed to the closed pre-determination of the voting process.

We incorporate the consensus process into plenary, as well, by fostering pre-
plenary discussion of resolutions and by allowing friendly and unfriendly amendments
within the plenary forum. (It would be practically impossible, however, to run all of
plenary through consensus!) This leads into the next subject:

2) (segue)	 PLENARY is this Sunday, October 4, at 1:00 PM. It is vital to the
constitution of the college that everyone reads the resolution packet and discusses issues
with fellow students ,faculty and parents to get any insights that would be helpful.
Plenary can be a very positive, community-affirming experience, so I urge you all to go.
We don't have another date reserved for Marshall, so we must make quorum and keep it.
Also, please note that the Alcohol Policy is being ratified at this plenary, according to
suggestions from lawyers and the Board of Managers, which could drastically change our
parties on campus. Frosh, please talk to people on campus (your HCO, for instance)
about any plenary concerns you have. You are the fresh brain-cells of the student body.

3) Colin and Roxanna still need help cleaning up the basement of Jones for the video-
equipment room we're starting down there. If you have anything in storage there, please
move it out to another place so that we can get started. Talk to Roxanna (Jones Rep) if
you have questions or would like to help. [sidenote- did you all see the list of new SC
members? We just put it up on the SC board (the "Tower Records Board") in the
basement of the DC. It has everyone's class, position, address, phone#, and vax name on
it. Get in touch with us - I (Hannah) love vax messages! ]

4) Shannon and Ann-Marie volunteered to help on a committee which will be in charge
of allocating space in the new campus center to campus organizations. If your group
would like to petition for a permanent area in the new building, let either of them know
ASAP.

5) Hunter then did his weekly recitation of Lou Bayne's phone number .
896- 1089.



6) All members of the Haverford Community are invited to an informal dinner chit-chat
in the SC room. The SC Open House will be on Thursday, 5-7 PM. Bring your trays,
cheese optional. Topics of shmooze will be: plenary (though not hard-core), and our
next agenda item:

7) The Artsfest. We're beginning to plan for this SC-sponsored event which may include
some or all of the following: tie-dying the arts-center green, eating clay, fimo-wrestling,
rolling in beads, spray-paint, scrap-metal, lint, the barnaby's vocalist modeling nude,
volleyball in black clothing.
Help us decide how esoteric this event will be.

8) PLENARY RESOLUTION DISCUSSIONS: will be held formally at two times on
Wednesday. One will be from 5-6 PM (BYOTrays) and the second at 10:15
(BYODonuts). Both will be held in the sunken Lounge.

9) We have decided for the time being to name the fall dance (formerly "Screw Your
Roommate") the "Encourage-Your-Roommate-To-Meet-New-People-Dance." Colin
also.suggested Schmemm. I don't know what that means. You can vax your suggestions
to Kevin or Hannah (remember I.like vax mail). A lot of people are mad at us for
changing the name of the dance and wonder "Why ?" There have been concerns with the
connotations of the name since the dance began, and they were especially apparent last
year when 4 angry students !Nought their concerns to SC. That's why. We may still 	 •
decide to keep the name and just avoid posting pictures of phallic screws all over campus.
Let us know if you feel strongly either way.

10) There were a few dorm concerns.
One from Scott in Gummere: Why can't we get credit to eat at the Coop when we miss a
meal in the DC? A: We actually are not paying a per-meal rate for our board here, so if
you eat every, meal in the DC, every day, you're making out like a bandit. If the problem
is that you miss, say, lunch everyday because of a class, just go to the office in the
kitchen and ask them about getting a box-lunch that you can pick up anytime. They'll do
that for you.
Here's one from Julian in Lloyd: I need an exterminator.
Well, Julian, if you see quadrupeds or any sort of roachy-bug crawling about your room
or on your toothbrush in the bathroom, just call that number Hunter told us about earlier.
Lou Bayne is the head of Housekeeping. 896-1098.
A general sentiment: Those new dryer prices are pathetic.
Yup, they're skimping on us. I guess the economy really is bad.

One more pitch for appointments! Zoe, Kate, and the reps would really like to see more
people come out for the appointments. Getting involved is important, and there are a
whole bunch of powerful and fun positions that anyone can apply to fill. Keep track of
the table tents; the positions change every week ( you can't say that for most
relationships).

"Good Meeting." - Zoe

Don't forget to wash your hands,

Hannah and Kevin
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Present: Zoe Adler, Aaron Ambrad,Ami-Marie Baldonado, Mike Broom, Dan Del Collo,

Scott Fossell, Naomi Fraenkel, DJ Freese, Shannon Heitritter, Roxanna
Lopez,Kate Lefer, Sarah McMane,Jane Panetta,Colin Rule, Hannah
Scardina,Alex Turner, Kevin Vona, Rob Wenen

We started with a moment of silence.

Our meeting was held in the SC room cin Wed at 1(115 because we had not
met in a while due to Fall Break

While the agenda was rather small, the issues we were discussing were not.

Security. The SC would him to take this chance to remind you to lock your
doors. Too many doors have been propped open. In a study done earlier this
semester, it was found that numerous doors are being left open at all hours.
Reminder: Haverford College is part of the real world. Random people are
frequently seen walking around campus. It would be in your best interest to
lock your doors.

In addition to locking your doors, we also urge all party throwers to check
ID's. Only members of the bi-college community are supposed to be allowed
into parties. So be careful of who you allow in your parties. Remember, the
host is responsible for anything that may liappen to any party-goers.

We had a visit from a member of the Haverford Community. Julie
Cekleniak visited to voice her concerns about security. She was harassed by a
man at a recent party on campus. He was not a member of the Bi-C.ollege
community. Things like this happen when people do not check ID's.

We must remember violent incidents can happen, and they have happened
in the bi-college community. We need everyone to look out for one another,
and to keep doors locked. It is not a hard thing to do, but it is necessary.

We will be meeting at our normal Sunday evening times for the rest of the
semester Feel free to come.

• Keep your doors locked,

Kevin and Hannah
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October 18, 1992

We began with a relaxing moment of silence.

1. We began the meeting with a visit from three students. Anduin Touw, Brian Jackson,
and Dan Noland came to SC with a proposal for a campus census. Their plan includes a
series of campus-wide surveys similar to the McKay Report conducted by Professor
Colin McKay in 1980. Some issues they hope to get feedback on are: silencing, apathy
and academic dishonesty. They are concerned that these issues are cropping up again in
negative ways, as evidenced by the Brenda abstract, last spring's plenarys, and now the
Jake and Bob abstract. They came to SC to ask for our support in the effort and we
granted it; we decided that it could be an interesting and effective study and hey, it
couldn't hurt. They hope to get started on the first surveys before Thanksgiving break. If
you'd like to discuss the idea, or make suggestions for survey questions, contact Anduin,
Brian, or Dan through HC campus mail.

2. Colin told us to collect our things and put our trays away so that we could go watch a
movie with Sgt. Mike Harrison. So we took a five minute "tray break" and then met
down in the Women's Center with customs committee. [Sarah says: you can watch
movies in the Women's Center whenever it's open!] Sargeant Harrison is the supervisor
of the 4-12 shift down ab Safety and Security, as well as the HC Crime Prevention
Specialist. He's been around here for eleven years, so he's been concerned about students
for quite some time now. He showed us a great 10-minute flick about violence and theft
on college campuses. It's like the one we see freshman year. It stressed a lot of points,
but the two that are most relevant to Haverford are: walk safely at night and lock your
doors. We all know that our campus is not an island. Now connect that with the fact that
there have been at least 4 instances in the past year of Bi-Co women waking up in the
middle of the night to find random men in their beds. They didn't get in because they had
keys; they were there because hall and room doors were left propped and unlocked.

3. We continued our security chat after saying good-bye to Sarge Mike. There have been
scary harrassments at parties committed by off-campus people who get in unchecked
and scam (two weeks ago at Lloyd, for example). We were happy to see that hosts were
checking I.D.'s at the Drinker party last weekend; lets try to make that a common
practice. Kate suggested that we make a catchy campus security slogan such as "Safety
First" or "Lock Your Doors." From now on, SC members have vowed to be role models
for safety; we will unpmp doors that we see left open and ask people who they are if we
think they don't belong on campus or at parties. Waldo. DJ, Alex, and Mike B. have
started a Security Committee, which may sponsor a Safety Awareness Week.

4.Theo came to talk to us about the new BGALA room; they are tentatively set to use
Skeeters once it gets moved next fall.

Present: Naomi Fraenkel, Kevin Votta (Sect'y), Sol Rodd, Julian Brash, Hunter Tura,
Shannon Heitritter, Scott Fossel, Rob Wellen, Kate Lefer (VP), Zoe Adler (VP), Colin
Rule (Pres), Alex Turner, Jane Panetta, Ann-Marie Baldonado, Waldo, Mike Clark,
Aaron Ambrad, DJ Freese, Roxanna Lopez, Mike Broome, Hannah Scardina (Secretary).
Absent: Dan Del Collo, Sarah McMane.
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5. STUDY BREAK - Wednesday night, 10:15, in dorms. Come eat donuts but stick
around, your dorm rep will lead a short discussion on.... you guessed it. (the issue we
talked about for half our SC meeting.)

6. The Constitution will be re-written before spring plenary (February). Talk to Colin if
you want to help.

c.
7. Mike presented a concern that Swat vans don't run frequently enough on the
weekends. We want to get more vans at more sensible times. This brought up the fact
that Swat has as many things going on on its campus as Haverford and Bryn Mawr
combined, yet we don't know about all the groovy stuff because they don't advertise here.
If it is on purpose, isn't that carrying the rivalry thing a bit far? If not, we want to find a
way to change it, possibly by getting a copy of their "Weekly Guide" and newspaper to
post or put in the library. Aaron said he could try to put things in the supplement.

8. Shannon volunteered to get up at 8:30 AM on Fridays and eat breakfast with the
deans, SC executive council, Norm Ricker, Glen Normile, Robin Doan, and sometimes
Hunter.

Dorm Concerns
Jane: The side door to Drinker is classified as an "Exit" door so you can go out it,

but never use it as an "Entrance," not even if you have a Drinker key. Jane's going to talk
to Norm Ricker about it ( he's the head of physical plant).

Committee Reports
Appointments: next week is the week of big appointments: Skeeters Managers,

Haverfest Heads, and Snowball Heads. Wow!
Activities: activities met after the general SC meeting to discuss the Artsfest (on

Halloween) and the "Unthreatening Blind Date Dance" (November 14). We'd love to see
what you have to say about the name "Screw Your Roommate," so write comments on
this week's comment sheet (suggested by Scott) on the SC board. Aaron may be our DJ
for the dance. Does anyone have a color scheme suggestion for the dance? (vax hannah)

Budget: This committee has been very busy as usual, allocating funds to different
groups and dealing with grieving people.

Naomi was seen right after the meeting making a big sign.

"I hate when you get a package slip 4:30 on a Friday afternoon." -Alex

It was a long meeting this week.

"Safety First."

"Lock Your Doors."

"Maintain an attitude of self-confidence that says Don't Mess With Me."

Use Soap,
Hannah and Kevin



Student Council Minutes
October 25, 1992

Present: Zoe Adler, AAron Ambrad, Julian Brash, Mike Broome,
Michael Clark, Dan Del Collo, Scott Fossel, DJ Freese, Shannon Heitritter,
Kate Lefer, Roxanna Lopez, Sarah McMane, Jane Panetta, Sol Rodd, Colin
Rule, Hanna Scardina, Hunter Tura, Alex Turner, Kevin Votta, Rob
Wellen

Absent: Ann-Marie Baldonado

We began with a moment of silence.

The first thing we dealt with was what Colin termed "The sicko sign
stealer". There have been signs reported missing all over campus.
These are signs that groups have posted. BGALA, Musomania, Hillel,
and political party signs such as Bush-Quayle have been either removed
or destroyed. Whoever has been doing this had better stop, it is an
Honor Code violation for one, and think of how you would feel if
someone was doing it to you.

Our next item on the agenda was SC volunteers for WOW and the
Space Allocation Committee. WOW is the Watch On Waste
Committee that has been reformed. It was extremely productive
before. Colin and Scott will be the SC reps on the committee. The Space
Allocation Committee will be dealing with groups and who will get what
spaces that are left over from groups that move into the new Campus
Center. Mike and Roxanna volunteered for that.

Security. Once again I (Kevin) will stress the importance of locking
your doors. If me telling you to do so is not enough to get you to do so,
maybe the incident this weekend will encourage you to do so. A person
was seen walking around campus with a gun in the area around Barclay.
You see, Haverford is not free from outsiders. Just lock your door. OK.

Sarah, talked to Glenn Normile this week and told him the certain areas
on campus that peple feel are unsafe. Glen said he would see what he
could do about them. Sarah also made a sign that you will see on the
comment board that shows the security briefs every week. Security is
also looking into putting a security office in the bottom of HPA 42.



Look for the SC public service announcement about security. It will
include valuable information about the security issues on campus.

Once again, plaese remember to check ID's at parties.

Whoever is walking around campus on weekends destroying things like
flowers pots and knocking over recycling bins had better stop. People
put long hard hours in making the campus look nice, you are not
helping any by destroying their hard work. Drunkenness is no excuse.

Dorm Concerns:
-Aaron said the dryers in Leeds are not so hot. If you have a problem
with the dryers in your dorm contact Mary Biggs. She has always been
willing to help.
-Lyoyd residents, for the first time in years security made it rounds at
night and found no doors unlocked. Keep it up.

Committee Reports:
Appointments needs people still for Snowball and Haverfest. They
appointed someone to Skeeters.
Activities is throwing Screw Your Roommate on November 14th. We
will be looking for new name suggestions as you come in with your
date, or if you are by yourself. This could be the last time this dance is
called Screw Your Roommmate, so you better come. Set someone up
soon, there is not much time left.
Budget as usual was busy as usual repaying groups.

We ended our meeting after the committee reports.

Set someone up for Screw Your Roommate,

Kevin and Hannah



STUDENT'S COUNCIL MINUTES
November 1, 1992

Present Scott Fossel, Julian Brash, Hunter Tura, Sol Rodd, Sarah McMane, Ann-
Marie Baldonado, Rob Wellen, Dan Del Collo, DJ Freese, Mike Broome, Michael
Clarke (Treasurer), Colin Rule (President), Roxanna Lopez, Shannon Heitritter,
Jane Panetta, Kate Lefer (VP), Zoè Adler (VP), Alex Turner, Jim LeVan, Ellen Piel,
Katheryn Charkatz, Kevin Votta (Secretary), Hannah Scardina (Secretary).
Absent Aaron Ambrad.

We began by passing around a plastic pumpkin full of little candy bars that Julie
from the bookstore gave us. Thanks, Julie! Colin told us not to eat too many or
we would be forcibly thrown from the meeting.

Then we had a moment of silence.

First, Jim, the student head of JSAAPP, gave a presentation on the newly drafted
"Social Host Policy." He just wanted to run it by us for approval. Zoe -
commented that it should be changed to gender-neutral language so that the
policy wouldn't just be covering males. Its general theme was one of hosts taking
responsibilty for their geusts at parties, but there were some new twists to it;
details will be published by JSAAPP in the future. We discussed the policy's
message for a bit, and then Jim left.

Our next visitors, Ellen and Katheryn, came to talk to us about the annual Oxfam
Fast sponsored by the Hunger Project. In the past, people who wanted to
contribute to the fast would write down their DC ID number on a list that said
they would skip a certain meal and the money saved by the DC would go to
Oxfam America. That method, however, was not very effective, so they talked to
John Francone (Food Services Manager) about changing the way the fast works.
They came up with the plan that for one weekend meal, (probably a Sunday
dinner), the food selection would be limited to one vegan-type entree, a
vegetable, a simple soup, and a simple salad bar. From just one simple meal, the
DC could donate at least $2,200 to a world hunger fund. On the night of the
"fast," Skeeters has agreed to also give all of its profits to the fund. After some
discussion, we gave them the go-ahead, and they agreed to advertise well
beforehand so that people who can't deal with a sparse meal will be able to make
other plans.

Colin on the subject of SC decision-making: "We could say that everybody
except SC has to wear their underwear on the outside of their pants. It may not
go over too well."

Some out-of-control painting went on in Gummere basement last week. The
incident brought up the larger issue of student vandalism. We're talking about
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senseless acts of disrespect such as knocking over flower-pots, trash-cans, and
recycling bins and leaving them, barfing on other people's halls or in public
places and walking away from it, and urinating on arboretum specimens.
Grounds people, housekeeping, and fellow students end up cleaning those nasty
messes that are mostly left there by drunken fools who are maybe not mature
enough to drink.

Min on drunken vandalism: "It's the most ironic and hypocritical thing at
Haverford that we shit on the staff and then talk about how much we love and
respect each other."

Please come to a Study Break, (donut-eating not required but strongly
suggested), at 10:15 this Wednesday in the Sunken Lounge. We'll talk about
vandalism on campus; and that's not the end of it...

This Thursday, in the SC room, at 5 PM, there will be a meeting to re-write the
constitution. Y'all are invited; bring your ideas (and trays if you want to).

DORM CONCERNS:
Scott had a person concern: a person wanted to make Cricket T-shirts for team
money. Michael told us that all he had to do was fill out a student venture form.

Hunter had a dorm announcement "The days of propped open doors are over
in Comfort. We can rest easy now."

Julian then got a round of applause for Lloyd's successfully closed doors.

Julian then asked if SC'was going to endorse anyone for president. By the time
these minutes reach you, it will be a moot point...

ACTIVITIES then made a report on Screw Your Roommate. We have one viable
new name suggestion. See if you can geuss what it is. If you have a geuss, send
to HSCARDIN via E-mail. The dance is on November 14, so start making calk

BUDGET is trying to increase the effort to have more non-alcoholic activites on 	 N ex+ wag .
campus every weekend. 	 APPote4TANTS 54,10‘0114U. * ItAveltFesT RADS	 —
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Student Council Minutes
November 8, 1992

Present Zoe Adler, Aaron Ambrad, Ann-Marie Baldonado, Julian
Brash, Mike Broome, Michael Clark, Dan Del Collo, Scott Fossel, DJ
Freese, Shannon Heitritter, Kate Lefer, Roxanna Lopez, Sarah
McMane, Jane Panetta, Sol Rodd, Colin Rule, Hannah Scardina, Hunter
Tura, Alex Turner, Kevin Votta, Rob Wellen

We began with a moment of silence.

First, Screw Your Roommate is this Saturday November
14th. It starts at 10pm. Hiram will be there along with a DJ on the
other side. There will be food and drinks. So come and enjoy
yourself.

We first started by looking at the current tri-co relations.
Primarily we are looking at bettering relations with Swat. Colin was
going to speak with members of the Swat SC after our meeting. Mike
Clark has also looked into increasing the number of van runs to
Swat. Hopefully runs on late Saturday evenings and more runs
during Saturday and Sunday will be added to the current departure
times. Jane Panetta has also looked into getting a Swat newspaper in
the library. She also is looking into getting major events at Swat put
into our weekly guide. Kate and Zoe are also appointing a person to a
tri-college group that helps with relations. Remember if you do go to
Swat you are responsible for your own behavior. It would be
terrible if someone ruined what we have been working hard on by
going to Swat and acting like a fool.

Norm Ricker wants everyone to know that if you lose your key
and call security to open your door you have until 12pm the next
day before he changes your lock. Having your lock changed will cost
you $50. They will ask you to sign a card when they unlock your
door. Read it!! It should explain everything.

Not enough people are volunteering for 8th Dimension projects.
Unless you really have no time, which is not the case for everyone, it
would be great if you could help. There are plenty of programs to
chase from and I'm sure you could find one you like. Remember you



are not just at Haverford to help yourself, you are here to help others
as well. You can't help others by sitting back and watching. So
volunteer!!!

Julian has written a letter about vandalism that has occurred on
campus. It will appear in the Bi-Co News this week. All of SC has
signed it. Just a side note, vandalism of signs alone have already cost
the school over $6000 this year. So read the letter, and if you see
somebody vandalizing something report it. If your the one doing it
stop it.

The Coop has been getting little business. For all of you who don't
know what the Coop is or where it is, let me explain. It is a place
where you can get food like milk shakes, hamburgers, fries, and
everything else. It is located in the bottom of the DC. Currently it is
open during most days and evenings during the week. We are trying
to see if it could open on the weekend evenings, we will keep you
informed.

Dorm Concerns: Hunter told us the people in Comfort are not locking
your doors. Everyone should be locking your doors. It is not a hard
thing to do. Alex Turner is making signs to remind all of you who
can remember to keep your doors locked.

Committees: Appointments chose a few good people for Haverfest
and Snowball Heads. Budget Committee is looking into having Large

-Party throw a few non-alcoholic parties. Activities Committee is
hard at work getting ready for Screw Your Roommate which is this
Saturday.

Have fun at Screw Your Roommate,

Kevin. and Hannah



STUDENTS COUNCIL MINUTES
November 15, 1992

Present Katie Hoyt, Victor Jung, Alex Robinson, Dan Del Collo, Kevin Volta
(Secretary), Sol Rockl, Julian Brash, Hunter lira, Shannon Heitritter, Scott
Fossel, Rob Wellen, Kate refer (VP), Zoe Adler (VP), Colin Rule (Pres), Jane
Panetta, Ann-Marie Baldonado, Mike Clark, Aaron brad, DJ Freese, &manna
Lopez, Mike Broome, Hannah Scmina (Secretary).
Absent Alex Turner, Sarah McMane.

moment of silence.

1. Visitors: Katie and Victor came to us as representatives of Housing Committee to talk
about the problem of locked stairwell doors in the North Dorms. It's great that people
have been locking their doors this year and making things safer, but now it's harder to
visit friends in the North Dorms, to do laundry there, and to get to public basement spaces
(Lunt Café, Jones' video viewing room, and the Comfort Gallery.) We talked about it for
30 minutes and decided that the best short-term solution is to re-key those doors so that
they can be opened by any North Dorm key and any Lloyd key. Some people said it
would be too much of a safety liability to have all the keys on campus open those doors; -
it's also not an option because it would be impossible to key the doors that way. We
talked about other, longer-term, more expensive options such as getting a card-lsey
system for the entire campus, installing phone in the North Dorm entry-ways, or
installing buzzers like the ones in Barclay.

2. Alex Robinson came to the meeting as a representative of the residents of HCA 30.
He eloquently presented their concern that their washing machine has spontaneously
combusted three times in the past couple of weeks. He told us, "We've been scorned by
some man... because our washing machine keeps catching on fire...we feel that we are
innocent" It all connected when we realized that 30 is the HCA that has the computer
center in its basement, so all the HCA keys can open it; of course lots of people go there
to do their laundry when their machines are busy or broken. We all agreed that its not
fair for 30 to have to wait in longer lines to do their wash. Alex also pointed out that such
gross overuse of their machines makes them wear out faster. "The HPA 30 machine is
just very touchy. I invite you all to come listen to it. You probably wouldn't stay for very
long." We decided the best solution would be to install 10 more machines in their
basement. We should also alert you that security sees the machine as a safety hazard and
they think that HCA residents are causing the fires by overloading. All officers on duty
have been ordered to confiscate the clothes in the machine if it ever combusts again.
That'll teach us.

We had a five minute tray-break at 7:20.

3. Colin tried to get us excited about improving our relations with Swat. I think he
succeeded; we decided to conduct a survey at lunch sometime soon to get community
consent on this issue. We would like to make it possible for 'fords to eat, major, and
party at Swat. Basically we want our relationship with them to be as close as our
relationship with BMC. Swat's SC is also conducting a survey to see what they think of
the whole thing. The Tri-Co Committee is going to be very instrumental in making the
proposals necessary to make the changes; they have appointments this weekend.



until you read again,

Hannah and Kevin

4. Colin just got President Kessinger's written responses to the plenary resolutions; he's
going to put them on the SC board.

5. There may or may not be a study break in your dorm this week.

6. Dorm Concerns:

Rob relayed an idea from a person living in 26. They'd like to have an HCA
equivalent to Lunt Café in their basement. We thought that sounded great; Colin said
they should talk to the Lunt Café people to find out how to do it. It would be very cool if
a group of HCA people would take the initiative and get that idea on its feet.

Julian asked if someone could clarify the rumor about undercover police coming
to Haverford parties. Colin said that his understanding was this: The PA State liquor
Control Board [or something to that effect] has deckkd to crack down on under-age
drinking this year. There are different representatives in each district who are
concentrating in different ways. The Bryn Mawr state rep decided to make his emphasis
on the bars, so he daalt with BMC in a minimal way by just scaring them by requesting
an ID for the rep to use to get into parties and check out the under-age drinking scene.
The guy who is in charge of Haverford's area is rumored to be stricter than the BMC rep,
but we don't know yet what plan of action he's taking. If he does decide to send people
into parties, they will not be police; there are rules that keep police from doing that. They
would be just regular people who are part of the State Liquor Control and would call the
police if they saw anything they believed to be under-age drinking. The best thing we
can do to avoid any ugly scenes is to just keep 'Ding people at parties and drinking inside
to relieve police suspicion.

Activities had nothing to say.

Appointments is having interviews for Library Advisory Committee (chill with Mark
"Marc" Gould) and Tri-Co Committee (lots of excitement happening here.)

Budgeting committee approved a new group : the Bowling League! It's very cool - play
three games for free with your professors, the guys who drive the blue bus, your dean,
and your roommate! Plus you get a complimentary soda. It's on Wednesday nights -
there are lots of signs up about it. Colin's a regular - he bowled his first 200 with the
league.
Budget is also interested in helping Large Party use all of the funds they were allotted for
this semester to have large non-alcoholic events. Large Party works when people think of
things they want to do and then go and talk to Alan Meyers, Nate Suter, or Matt Sauer to
get the money to do it. Simple.

WHERE ARE YOU READING THIS? IN YOUR DORM? GOOD!
TALK TO YOUR DORM REP IF YOU ARE MISSING THE MINUTES.
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November 22, 1992

Present: Scott Fossel, Julian Brash, Hunter Tura, Sarah McMane, Ann-Marie Baldonado, Dan Del
Collo, Mike Broome, Michael Clarke (Treasurer), Roxanna Lopez, Shannon Heitritter, Jane
Panetta, Kate Lefer (VP), Zoe Adler (VP), Alex Turner, Jim "Morrison" LeVan, Janis "Joplin"
Rollo, Hannah Scardina (Secretary).
Absent Colin Rule, Aaron Ambrad, DJ Freese, Sol Rodd, Rob Wellen, Kevin Votta.
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WE started with a moment devoid of noise, interrupted only by Scott asking Are we having a
-4--	 moment of silencer Zoe, who was taking charge of the meeting in Colin's illness-absence,

informed him that yes, it was a moment of silence. Then there was silence. And it was good.

Janis and Jim paid a visit as reps from Small Party Fund. They'd like to change the focus of the
fund so that it sponsors more organized small events such as dinner parties, and not just bunch-o-

il	 friends-eating-pizza parties. Jim came up with a really nifty graph that showed the present use of
Small Party money which 	 made sense after a thorough explanation. They propose to do two
things: 1) increase the Small Party budget, and 2) increase the amount they can reimburse for

. 5	 small parties. Changes will be in effect starting 1993, pending on Budget committee's decision.

Michael had a talk with Robin Doan and Glen Normile about the possibility of students
requesting a change in the key/security system in the dorms through a plenary resolution. Both
administrator's agreed that if students really want to make the change to, for example, a card-key
network, a recommendation to the president would probably speed up the process. If you're
interested changing the present key system, come talk to us at our Sunday 6:30 meeting in the
Bryn Mawr Room, right side of the DC

3

3-0 Honor Council finally backed out on their offer to throw an SC/HC shindig, with the plea that
they "just aren't a partying crew." Too bad - now we won't get to see Billy dance.

4'

DORM CONCERN:
Sarah told us that Vera, an HC student living in HPA, has been taking care of a stray cat.

She wants to give it to an organization that won't put it to sleep, but they require her to pay for
some shots. She wondered if the college would take on the cost. Jane suggested she contact the
campus be-good-to-animals organization.

After seeing huge piles of undergarments lurking in the corners of many laundry rooms
on campus, we are beginning to wonder whether people here really wash their clothes. We
would like stress the importance of wearing clean underwear while taking trips on the blue bus.

Good last week of classes to you,
tumkeLit,

According to Norm Ricker, the new washing machines and dryers for HPA 30 are on their way.

TRI-CO: Jane talked to John Francone; they're in the process of finding a way to make it easier for
Haverford students to eat meals at Swarthmore. Scott wrote up a proposal requesting additional
van-run times to Swat on the weekends.

'Peace." -Hunter
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